ANNUAL REPORT FOR Exploration Licence EL24851 Tiwi Islands Northern Territory For 12 month period ending 29th July 2011
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Director
Northern Territory Geological Survey
Department of Resources
GPO Box 3000
DARWIN NT 0801

Dear Sir

EXPLORATION LICENCE 24851
STIRLING ZIRCON PTY LTD

The above Exploration Licence had an anniversary of 28/07/2011, therefore, the annual reports were due to be lodged by 28/08/2011. A one month extension has been granted, and as a result, the reports are due to be lodged on the 28/09/2011.

Please be advised that no exploration work was undertaken upon the abovementioned leases during the period 29/07/2010 to the 28/07/2011.

Accordingly, an annual technical report is not relevant.

We will be pleased to provide you with any additional information that you may require.

Yours sincerely

Tamara Grothues
Senior Mining Title Consultant
Manager – Darwin Office

tamara@austwidemining.com.au
Figure 1  Tenement Location Plan, EL24851